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SMITH & WESSON®: M&P45
Mid-size M&P pistol available with 4-inch barrel
SPRINGFIELD, Mass. (February 1, 2008) – The mid-sized M&P45 pistol featuring a 4-inch barrel is the 
newest addition to the company’s growing Military & Police (M&P) Series of advanced design polymer pistols.

The polymer-framed sidearm, chambered in .45 ACP, will initially be offered with a traditional black frame, or 
in a bi-tone, dark earth brown frame.  The dark earth brown model will be manufactured with a frame-mounted 
thumb safety along with a lanyard tool while the traditional black model will be offered with or without the 
thumb safety. 

The frame-mounted thumb safety on the M&P45 acts as a passive safety 
device allowing the slide to be pulled toward the rear, clearing the 
firearm without disengaging the safety.  
Both M&P45 models feature a 4-inch barrel with an overall length 
of 7 ½  inches. The mid-size pistol will ship with a 10+1 magazine.  
Featuring one of the smallest grip sizes of any .45 ACP pistol, the 
M&P45 benefits from the addition of three interchangeable grips.  The 
M&P45 utilizes a steel dovetail mount front sight and a steel Novak® 
Lo-Mount carry rear sight. Tritium sights are also available for low-light 
conditions. 

A universal Picatinny-style equipment rail has been incorporated for tactical lights and lasers. The M&P45 
has an empty weight of 27.7 ounces. The mid-size pistol features a Zytel® polymer frame reinforced with 
a ridged stainless steel chassis and a thru-hardened black Melonite® finished stainless steel barrel and slide 
for durability; a passive trigger safety to prevent the pistol from firing if dropped and a sear release lever that 
eliminates the need to press the trigger in order to disassemble the firearm. A loaded chamber indicator is 
located on top of the slide. The firearm also features an ambidextrous slide stop and a reversible magazine 
release, as well as an enlarged trigger guard designed to accommodate gloves. 

The Smith & Wesson® lifetime service policy is standard with each pistol. 

For more information or the location of the nearest Smith & Wesson Authorized Dealer call 1-800-331-0852 or 
visit the web at ww.smith-wesson.com.
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